SLAUGHTER SATURDAY

Odds of 100 to 1 Will Be Offered After the Secret Practice of THE TECH Team This Noon in the Lower Office

The great football battle between THE TECH and the Technique will take place on Saturday next at the Tech field at 2.30. The word "battle" is used merely to excite interest—"slaughter" would be the best description.

As it is always the case the Technique has been pining for a beating that round THE TECH will willingly and eager to take the job of slaughtering and then boxing these Institute nuisances.

But Technique about in a crafty way, and at the last moment they are likely to object to their complete annihilation. For this reason THE TECH has gathered a staff of experts on both their team and coaching staff which will make any resistance impossible.

The team will make the same effort even look like a schoolboy combination, and the coaching staff is far superior to Haughian's assistants. It is well understood that every man on THE TECH team will make one of the All-American teams.

For the sake of efficiency, officials have been secured who are experienced with football experts. They have been willing to serve without compensation for the privilege of carrying the Technique coffins to their final resting place, this being considered a deed of true T. C. A. spirit.

The management of THE TECH has arranged for one hundred thousand seats, and every member of the Institute Undergraduate Body and Faculty will be admitted free to the game provided they have paid their Blanket Tax. This great privilege will last only to 1.30 the afternoon of the bloody struggle, for after that time arrangements cannot be made to accommodate the enormous crowds that are certain to storm the gates for admission. Get there early and see the periodical clash of the Technique.

The official of the contest will be as follows: the referee is Ping Pong Pong of the International Patina Coupon Co. Ltd., the Umpires are: A. J. the Lead-Liner is Bill Fielding, the well known chef of the Pirate A. A. the Face-Liner is Bill Fielding, the well known Chef of the Pirate A. A. the Head-Liner is Bill Fielding, the well known chef of the Pirate A. A.; the Halfback-Official is Small Colton of one of Boston's Yellow Territories; the Under-Liner is B. E. Cook for THE TECH and P. C. Leonard for the Technique; the Marshals, Present and Acting will be Stewed Colton of the Famous Trinity Place Restaurant; Bill Fielding, Ink Slinger for all good Technique publications, and Frank Kaniety, Scout for the Technique track team offical. Mayor Church, Tuesday evening, November 25th, at Concert to be held December 17th.

The following men will report to the Technique office Friday afternoon at 5.00 o'clock: Head Coach O. R. Freeman, and the Assistant Coaches Crowell and Loomis, give their final instructions to the varsity; when in-